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Ref.: 6196910552537879 BMC cardiovascular disorders

Association between -T786C NOS3 polymorphism and resistant hypertension: A prospective cohort study

28-July-09

Dear Editor of BMC Cardiovascular Disorders,

We have addressed the formatting changes requested:
1.- We have complete the affiliations
2.- We have provided full Reference 6
3.- References have been cited using numbers in square brackets
4.- We have removed 'TITLE, Authors, From, E-mail addresses' from the title page.
5.- We have used use sentence case in the title
6.- We have deleted vertical lines in the tables.

Yours sincerely,

Ignacio Cruz-Gonzalez, MD, PhD

Division of Cardiology
University Hospital of Salamanca

Rogelio González Sarmiento

Cancer Research Center (CIC)

University of Salamanca